Criteria set for two vice presidential posts

BY MARY WALTZMANN

Criteria for selection of personnel for the two key administrative posts in the University's newly established Advisory Committee on the Organization of University Government were set last week.

With criteria for the two jobs now defined, the committee will begin scaring the more than 80 applicants and nominees for the posts of vice president for academic affairs and vice president for administrative services.

The two vice presidential positions will each must each applicant rank the applicants according to the criteria set by the John Gerber, chairmen.

The members will then rank the top 20 candidates received by the committee for each post, for the two vice presidential jobs.

Dean asks to take lie detector test

WASHINGTON (AP) - John D. Dean told United States District Judge John E. Henry Monday that he wants a lie detector test to determine whether he told his story, Dean said Wednesday that he was told by a friend of the President's lawyer that the President maintained an "appeal to" his last pronouncement when he was asked about his involvement in the Watergate case.

The advisory committee members will allow the committee to reconcile Dean's statement and the President's last declaration. He was quoted as saying that "I don't know whether as the result of the investigation," and that he would not be told about Dean's statement, whether by the process of vote or by the vote of the committee.

The Johnson County Board of supervisors will have a preliminary screenings by the committee members. The more than 80 applicants deemed most qualified for the administrative posts for recommendation to University President, Elbert L. Hubbard.
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EXECUTIVE ORDER

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate voted Thursday to pass a landmark bill that would establish an independent presidential commission to examine the Watergate scandal. The bill, introduced by Sen. Joseph M. Montoya (D-N.M.), passed 96-0, with only Republican Sen. Henry Hays of North Carolina voting against it.

The bill would give the commission the power to investigate and report on the Watergate scandal, including the activities of White House aides and others involved in the Watergate break-in and cover-up. The commission would be headed by a former federal judge and would have the power to call witnesses and obtain evidence.

The Senate's action followed a marathon debate that lasted more than 12 hours, with a series of amendments offered by both sides. But the final vote was overwhelming.

The House had passed a similar bill earlier this year, but it was blocked in the Senate. The new bill was introduced by Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.), who had been a leader of the Senate's Watergate investigation.

The new commission is expected to begin its work shortly after the Senate approves its creation. The President has indicated his support for the measure and has said he will sign it when it reaches his desk.

The Watergate scandal, which began in June 1972 with the break-in at Democratic National Committee headquarters at the Watergate office complex in Washington, D.C., has been the subject of intense interest and scrutiny.

The scandal implicated top officials of the Nixon administration, including the President himself, and led to the resignation of the entire Cabinet. The congressional investigation that followed the Watergate discoveries eventually led to the President's own resignation.

Dean, formerly the White House counsel, was the focal point of the Watergate inquiry and has been frequently at the center of public attention.

Dean's testimony, which began in October 1973, has been a central element in the Watergate investigation. He admitted that he had been involved in the Watergate break-in and cover-up and has been under investigation since that time.

Dean has been the subject of considerable controversy and has been involved in legal proceedings.

Dean's leave of absence from the University of Iowa was extended in May 1973, and he was asked to resign by the board of regents.

Dean has consistently denied any wrongdoing and has maintained that he is the victim of a political vendetta.

Dean's case has been on the agenda of the university's board of regents for more than a year. The regents have been divided over whether to grant Dean another leave of absence or to deny him further university support.

In a Jan. 27 letter to Dean, University President Elbert L. Hubbard said that the university would consider granting Dean another leave of absence, but that the decision would be made by the regents at their meeting that day.
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Delay action on sign law

WASHINGTON (AP) — More than half the gasoline stations in a survey area are running low on fuel, but the effects of the fuel shortage have been dampened in the United States. Although gasoline appeared plentiful in the country, the number of stations closing earlier than normal and on Sundays continued to grow, reaching 42 percent, up from 30 percent a week ago, the AAA said.

But Donald Russell, an AAA spokesman, said "this thing appears to be leveling off." Ben Franklin, a AAA member, recently ran into trouble when his car ran out of gas. "I had to wait a long time for someone to come and help me," he said. "But I was lucky. I could have been stranded for hours." Russell said that the situation was improving, but that it was still "a concern, especially in areas with strict fuel allocation rules." He urged drivers to conserve fuel and to use public transportation when possible.

Veto not expected

Senate takes final action on bombing cutoff

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate voted 90-14 late Thursday to override President Reagan's veto of a bill that would end U.S. bombing of Cambodia. The vote of 90-14 marks the first time since the Vietnam War that Congress has overridden a presidential veto. Reagan had vetoed the bill because it would end American military operations in Cambodia.

The bill was approved by the Senate 90-14, with no recorded votes. The vote came after a lengthy debate that lasted more than two hours. The Senate had already approved the bill by a similar margin earlier in the week.

The Senate vote was seen as a significant victory for those who opposed the war in Vietnam. The bill would have ended U.S. military operations in Cambodia and forced the withdrawal of American forces from the country.

Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, said in a statement that the vote was a "historic moment." Glenn, who served in the Vietnam War, is one of the few surviving Vietnam veterans in Congress.

"This is a day that I will never forget," Glenn said. "I am proud to have been part of this historic moment."

The vote was also a significant victory for peace activists and anti-war protesters. "This is a huge victory," said Jane Fonda, who led the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom in 1963.

"The Senate has spoken resoundingly," Fonda said in a statement. "We must now hold the House accountable."

The House is expected to vote on the bill on Friday. If it passes, it will go to President Reagan for his signature.

Suggest prison reform

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House Select Crime Committee, which oversees prison reform, is considering several proposals that would make prison life easier for inmates. The committee, which has jurisdiction over prisons in the United States, is considering proposals that would allow inmates to earn college credit while in prison, reduce sentences for certain offenses, and provide mental health care for inmates.

The proposals are part of a larger effort to reduce the prison population and to make life easier for inmates. "Prisons are not places of rehabilitation," said Rep. Steve Israel, D-N.Y., who chairs the crime committee. "They are places of punishment."

"We need to do better," Israel said. "We need to reduce the prison population and to make life easier for inmates."

The proposals are expected to be voted on next week. The committee is expected to vote on the proposals in a hearing on Tuesday. The proposals are likely to be passed by the committee and then referred to the full House for a vote.

Gas shortage may stabilize

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's gasoline shortage may be stabilizing. Although gasoline appeared plentiful in the country, the number of stations closing earlier than normal and on Sundays continued to grow, reaching 42 percent, up from 30 percent a week ago, the AAA said.
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Jobless rate

Iowa’s unemployment rate fell to 4.3 per cent for May. The state Department of Employment Security reported last week, making the Iowa rate the lowest in the nation. This was the fourth consecutive month of a downward trend starting in January when the rate was 5.2 per cent.

The total remained 18,800 jobless workers in Iowa compared with 19,500 in April.

Enrollment

After a 1.5 per cent drop over the past three years, the University of Iowa’s summer enrollment has increased. According to W. A. Emery, dean of admissions, enrollment this year for the summer sessions is as high as 19 students over the 1972 figure. The largest enrollment—15—was in the UI Graduate School, where the largest degree sought—150 students—has last year.

Sawgrass plowing well under way, agricultural extension increased a gain at 8,600 in the state, blacks and Hispanic who are now in their summer courses.

The College of Liberal Arts shows the enrollment—3,689—is used to be by the University of Iowa. According to W. A. Emery, head of the College of Liberal Arts, the enrollment this year for the summer sessions is as high as 19 students over the 1972 figure. The largest enrollment—15—was in the UI Graduate School, where the largest degree sought—150 students—has last year.

The College of Liberal Arts shows the enrollment—219,000—is used to be by the University of Iowa. According to W. A. Emery, head of the College of Liberal Arts, the enrollment this year for the summer sessions is as high as 19 students over the 1972 figure. The largest enrollment—15—was in the UI Graduate School, where the largest degree sought—150 students—has last year.

Campus notes

Today, June 27

FEMALE—Growing Up Female will be shown at 1:30 p.m. in the Dold Auditorium. Sponsored by the Association of Campus Ministers, the film adds to the Iowa City community. 

UNIFIED FAMILY—There will be a lecture titled “The Need for a New Concept of Parenting.” The lecture will be given by the head of the Iowa City community. 

LAUNCHING—The first of the new season’s programs at the University of Iowa’s Center for Continuing Education will be held at 6:30 p.m. in the Dold Auditorium.

CONCERT—The UI Broadstock Quartet will perform at 8 p.m. in the Dold Auditorium. 

FRENCH FILM—Film Festival will be held at 1:30 p.m. in the Dold Auditorium.

Benefits and compensation

The UI Staff Council offers form goal formulations

By RAYMOND GOOD

The University of Iowa Staff Council is in the process of formulating its goals for the upcoming year. 

Recommendations on goals—which range from specific goals to general goals for U.S. employees—include organizing a group of U.S. employees to monitor the conduct of the council’s representatives.

Recommendations include:

- Membership in the council
- Goal setting
- Budgeting

The Committee has yet to be formed. The committee will be responsible for three duties:

1. The council will draw up a list of goals, in order of priority, of both short and long term goals. The list of goals is to be presented to the entire council for review and approval.

Senior passes foreign aid bill

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate on Wednesday approved the military aid bill, the House later approved the bill, and the President is expected to sign the bill.

The vote was 95-3, with only three senators opposing the bill. The vote is expected to come before the House takes up the bill. The bill is expected to be signed into law within days.
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Policewoman or no policewoman...

For too long members of minority groups within our cities have not been equal access to the opportu-
nities that are offered to other members. People nation-
wide, in Chicago and elsewhere, have realized too late how civil rights violations can do to the city's image and to its citizens.

The movement started as people fought such things as blacks being forced to sit in the rear of public transit buses and denied admittance to restaurants. The movement has now progressed steadily in the realm of basic human development.

People in the Iowa City area have taken up the nation-
wide cry for minority citizens to be given equal oppor-
tunities that are offered to other members. An especially
critical area of human development is that of com-
mon people who do not have a decent job, they cannot very easily see their newly-acquired access to the local public transit.

But in light of the minimal advances that have been made on the local scene--such as a woman officer and affirmative action guidelines--there have already been clamorings that the "no blood, no politics" really are not after.

The Iowa City Police Department has hired a woman to fill one of the vacancies on the force. There were 10 applicants for the openings which were filled very carefully.

This group of applicants went through more rigid tests than any others. Some of the applicants were rejected merely as interviewers in the job, the applicants were administered verbal and written paragraphs, until the police department was able to decide who would be selected.

The new policewoman is one of the vacancies on the force. Some of the same people who have been used as interviewers in the job, the applicants are now being administered verbal and written paragraphs, until the police department is able to decide who will actually be selected.

The police department is now beginning to fill all of the vacancies on the force. Some of the same people who have been used as interviewers in the job, the applicants are now being administered verbal and written paragraphs, until the police department is able to decide who will actually be selected.

The fact in the matter as are so follows--

One of the women made it to the final consideration stage.

Two women were included on the final list of 10 applicants that represented those people who were considered.

Six of these people had a college degree.

The sélection made by the department was based on their qualifications and abilities.

The city hopes to hire eight of these people by July 15.

Some of the same people who have been used as interviewers in the job, the applicants are now being administered verbal and written paragraphs, until the police department is able to decide who will actually be selected.
Old Capitol renovation reproduces past

Publisher delay

A letter copy of the related directory sponsored by the Student Senate last year included a letter from the Senate's chief editor stating that the director was not making the production promised. The letter was typed by the Senate's chief editor and was found to be very similar to the letter that was typed by the Senate's chief editor. The Senate's chief editor was asked to attend a meeting with the students to discuss the delay. The Senate's chief editor was not available to attend the meeting. The letter copy of the related directory was not received by the students.

Senior Directory

Vaccination

When I arrived out of Lakeview apartments in December I was bitten by the dog at the front of the building. Immediately, my neighbor had told the dog owner that the dog had bitten me. At that point, the dog was not vaccinated. My neighbor told me that the dog was not vaccinated. I was bitten by the dog at the front of the building. I was bitten by the dog at the front of the building. The dog owner was not available to attend the meeting. The letter copy of the related directory was not received by the students.
Baha‘i avoids proselytizing, ritual

By LEONARD VIDAL

Their theme is unity. Their principal weapon is the message of love and kindness. Their work is in the spiritual sphere. They really do not even think in terms of numbers of converts. They do not measure their work in terms of dollars or cents. Yet, in another sense, their work is the work of the great missionary and teacher, Jesus of Nazareth. They, too, want the world to be filled with loving hearts and understanding minds. And they are so determined that this is what they want, that they work to achieve this end in a way that others might envy.

By starting, too, with the idea of unity among the Baha’is, they are able to avoid the ritualism that so often mars the work of other sects. They do not have to go through the motions of preaching and teaching. They simply talk about the things they believe, and others who listen to their talk are able to discover the truth for themselves.

Baha’is believe that the ultimate goal of all human effort is to achieve the oneness of the human race. This is what they try to achieve in their daily lives, in their work, and in their relationships with others. And they try to achieve this oneness through love and understanding.
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Possible changes in tennis

Kodes

Joe Sokol of Crockmagnet, a former producer against Pictures of Paris because of royalty 6-4, 6-4, 6-4 in the second round of the West Virginia at Wabashota. AP Wideshot

Ex-Yank's tip aids Weaver

BY BORISOV Japon

A former New York Yankee outfielder and coach of the credit for DeWitt Weaver's improved pitching power. Weaver, who is 22 years of age under par to take the 12th Annual VIP Golf Tournament, who is that the conditioning of the arm and shoulder of Weaver, 32, who played with the Yankees in 1934 and is owned by Lindsey Post, is that his pitching arm is a new one.

"When we went to New York to play in the World Series last year, Weaver had shoulder trouble bad enough that he could not pitch,"鹫 said. "He was not able to hit good enough at that time."

Billie Jean

Truflaut's

STOLEN KISSES also Truflaut's 1950s short

Les Misons

Wed., Thurs.

7, 9 P.M. Illinois, IMU

Hughes Sports

upset at rate hike

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Hughes Sports Network on Monday proposed an upset at rate hike in its subscription service, to which the agency said it will appeal.

Billie Jean

KING, Long Beach, Calif., in action against Elena Baltacha of Great Britain 13-9, 9-7 in the first round of the Western & Southern Pro Tennis Championships. AP Wideshot
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